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COLUMBUS DANCE THEATRE is a nationally recognized
contemporary ballet company with a significant
performance history. The Company repertoire is a highly
theatrical fusion of ballet and contemporary movement
creating works that range from contemporary abstraction to
classical narrative. Featuring the work of its Artistic Director
Tim Veach as well as the works of guest choreographers the
Company repertoire features a wide array of styles and
programming ranging from cutting edge contemporary
dance to family programming. One unique feature of CDT
and its repertoire is its reliance on classical and neo-classical
music and its affiliation with recognized chamber music
ensembles available to provide live music for its
performances.



Tim Veach
(Artistic Director/Choreographer/Dancer)
is the Artistic Director and founder of Columbus Dance
Theatre where he is the resident choreographer, teaches in
the school and serves as chief administrator. He holds an
M.F.A. in choreography from The Ohio State University and a
B.F.A. in acting from The University of Illinois. He has trained
extensively with some of the leading ballet and
modern dance instructors including: David Howard, Diana
Cartier, Warren Conover, Jan Erkert and Shirley Mordine. Mr.
Veach has choreographed dozens of works for Columbus
Dance Theatre including its signature ballet, Matchgirl. For
more than two decades he has worked as a performer and
choreographer touring internationally and
throughout the U.S. with both ballet and contemporary
dance companies.



"Columbus Dance
Theatre proves yet again
that big things can come in
small packages" - Barbara
Zuck, Columbus Dispatch





Claudel - the evening-
length, multi-media fever
vision of the life of French
sculptor Camille Claudel -
is another extraordinary
feat of artistic energy by
Columbus Dance Theatre."
- Tim Feran, The Columbus
Dispatch



Book Us

Linda Reznik, Artist Manager
Jessica Marino,
Artist Manager
943 North Negley Ave. 
Suite 1
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
412.335.5293
www.rivercityartists.com

For booking info including
rates and availability contact:



See more pictures and videos at
www.columbusdancetheatre.com


